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Outline	
Ø  Brief introduction to the nuclear shell model/full configuration interaction 

approach 
vQuest for the effective interaction 
vA short tour to Sn isotopes 

Ø  Truncation methods 
Ø  System with identical particles: Novel aspects of the seniority coupling 

Unexpected strong E1 transitions 

Ø  Structure of nuclei around Z=50 and the stability of the Z=N=50 closed 
shell 
Breaking the presumed 100Sn inert core 



Nuclear theory: guiding principles 
The quest for the mean field 
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The	nuclear	shell	model,	as	we	call	it,	is	a	full	configura@on	
interac@on	approach.	That	is,	it	considers	the	mixing	effect	
of	all	possible	configura@ons	within	a	given	model	space.	



and	many	others.	
Usually	we	stop	at	the	second	or	third	order	(and	do	the	dirty	trick).	

“Bare” Nucleon-Nucleon Potentials: 
- Argonne V18: PRC 56,  1720 (1997) 
- CD-Bonn 2000: PRC 63, 024001 (2000) 
- N3LO: PRC 68, 041001 (2003) 
- INOY: PRC 69, 054001 (2004) 



A phenomenological view 
WS + constant pairing 

Binding energies of Ca isotopes 

A.	T.	Gallant	et	al.,	PRL	109,	032506	(2012)	

Calculations with three-body interaction 
J.D. Holt, T. Otsuka, A. Schwenk, and T. Suzuki, J. Phys. G 39, 085111 (2012). 
G. Hagen, M. Hjorth-Jensen, G.R. Jansen, R. Machleidt,  
T. Papenbrock, Phys.Rev.Lett. 109, 032502 (2012). 
 
 
 
	

Z.	Xu,	CQ,	Phys.	LeY.	B	(2013) 

The	Microscopic	picture	

•  Easier	to	handle	
•  Quan@ta@vely	good	



Dimensions	of	N=Z	nuclei	above	100Sn	
M=0	states	in	Sn	isotopes	in	different	
model	spaces 

Computa)onal	challenge 

The	Swedish	e-science	project	
This	strategic	research	area	(SRA)	funded	by	
Vetenskapsrådet	(VR)	brings	together	a	core	of	
na@onally	leading	IT	research	teams	(tool	makers)	and	
leading	scien@sts	in	selected	strategic	applica@on	areas 

More	difficult	due	to	Pauli	principle	



p,	1960s	

sd,	1980s	

fp,	1990s-2000s	

gdsh	
2010s	

Quest	of	the	effec)ve	interac)on	
u Empirical	effec@ve	interac@on	
v USD,	B.	A.	Brown	and	W.	A.	Richter,	Phys.	Rev.	C	74,	034315	(2006).	
v fp	(KB3,	gxpf),	1990s	
v fpg,	M.	Honma	et	al.,	Phys.	Rev.	C	80,	064323	(2009)	
v gdsh,	CQ,	Z.	Xu,	Phys.	Rev.	C	86,	044323	(2012)	
v Cross-shell	fpg+gdsh	to	understand	the	effect	of	the	N=50	shell	
T.	Bäck,	CQ	et	al.PRC	87,	031306	(2013).	

fpg		

One	has	to	consider:	
•  The	core	polariza@on	

effects	induced	by	
the	assumed	inert	
core		

•  Op@miza@on	of	the	
monopole	
interac@on	due	to	
the	neglect	of	three-
body	and	other	
effects	



T=0	

J=1	 J=2j	

€ 

cosθ12 =
J(J +1)
2 j( j +1)

−1

J.P.	Schiffer	and	W.W.	True,	Rev.Mod.Phys.	48,191	(1976)	

Ø Isovector	(T=1):	J=0,2,..,2J-1,	J=0	term	aYrac@ve	(pairing),	others	close	to	zero	
Ø Isoscalar	(T=0):	J=1,3,..,2j	

² strongly	aVrac)ve	monopole	interac)on	(mean	field)	
² 	Strong	Quadrupole-Quadrupole	correla2on	(which	induces	‘deforma2on’)	
² The	np	interac2on	breaks	the	seniority	coupling	

The	two-body	interac@on	matrix	elements	in	a	single	j	shell	

€ 

j 2;JT V j 2;JT

T=1	

J=0	

General	proper)es	of	the	effec)ve	interac)on	

jj	coupling		instead	of	LS	coupling	



Monopole Hamiltonian 
Determines average energy of eigenstates in a given 
configuration. 
•  Important for binding energies,  shell gaps 

 
 
Monopole centroids 
•  Angular-momentum averaged effects of two-body interaction 
•  The monopole interaction itself does not induce mixing between 

different configurations. 
•  Strong mixture of the wave function is mainly induced by the residual 

J=0 pairing and QQ np interaction 
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The	ground	and	yrast	excited	states	in	Sn	isotopes	can	be	
reproduced	within	an	average	devia@on	of	about	130	keV.		
 

Op)miza)on	of	the	monopole	interac)on	

CQ,	Z.	Xu,	Phys.	Rev.	C	86,	044323	(2012)	



Two	low-lying	9-	states	in	102Sn:	One	from	the	coupling	between	3-	and	6+	



I.	G.	Darby	et	al,	Phys.	Rev.	LeY.	105,	162502	(2010)	

CQ,	Z.	Xu,	Phys.	Rev.	C	86,	044323	(2012)	



Seniority coupling involving many shells 

CQ,	Z.	Xu,	Phys.	Rev.	C	86,	044323	(2012)	

Ø A way to solve the pairing Hamiltonian exactly 
Ø Low-seniority configurations are dominant 









Y.Utsuno,	N.Shimizu,	M.Honma,	T.Mizusaki,	T.Otsuka		
JAEA-Review	2013-057,	p.39	(2013)	



Truncation approaches 

Construct	a	set	of	ini)al	bases	that	can	be	as	close	to	the	desired	one	as	possible.	
Ø  If	the	ini@al	vector	is	closer	to	the	physics	ones,	the	Lanczos	itera@on	will	be	much	faster	
Ø  If	one	can	construct	one	or	a	few	ini@al	vectors	that	are	close	enough	to	the	desired	one,	

diagonaliza@on	of	the	large	matrix	can	be	avoided.			
Ø  Angular	momentum	should	be	conserved	



Seniority	coupling	for	many	shells	
•  Shell	model	calcula@ons	with	a	pairing	Hamiltonian.	
•  The	physical	vector	only	spans	the	v=0	subspace	
•  There	are	as	many	independent	solu)ons	as	states	in	the	v=0	

space.	

102 in seniority space 
Easier to include many shells 



Par)cle	number	restric)on	
Ø  A	rather	crude	approxima@on	
Ø  Convergence	can	be	slow,	especially	for	

systems	with	no	clear	subshell	structure	

Maximum	number	of	
nucleons	can	be	excited	
from	0f7/2,	t,	in	56Ni	

1 2
7 / 2 3/ 2 5/ 2 1/ 2( ) ( )t tn nf p f p− +



Importance truncation (perturbation) 

R.	Roth,	P.	Navra@l,	PRL	99,	092501	(2009);	R.	Roth,	PRC	79,	064324	(2009)		
D.	Bianco	et	al,	PRC	85,	034332	(2012)	

‘Monopole’	trunca)on	



Construc)on	of	the	basis	vectors	
M	scheme	
Angular	momentum	conservaHon	is	imporant	
	jj	coupled	scheme	

Expansion	of	the	bases	with	good	angular	momentum	as	a	func@on	of	M-scheme	bases	with	
the	help	of	projec@on	or	coefficients	of	frac@onal	parentage.	



N	

M	

The projection can be prohibitive time 
consuming: N×M problem; Difficult to 
construct the Hamiltonian matrix; Does not 
contain any information about the 
Hamiltonian and, as a result, one still need to 
diagonalize a huge N×N matrix. 
M scheme + Lanczos diagonalization is a 
cheaper choice. Dimension is much larger. 
 
 

Projec)on	operator	

P.	O.	Lodwin,	Rev.	Mod.	Phys.	36,	966	(1964).	



Usually	the	Lanczos	itera@on	approach	is	used	for	the	diagonaliza@on	since	we	only	need	the	
lowest	a	few	eigenstates	

Lanczos	approach	



Correlation between the diagonal matrix elements 
and the amplitudes in the final wave function 

	LF	Jiao,	ZH	Sun,	ZX	Xu,	FR	Xu,	CQ,	PRC90,	024306	(2014)	

•  Angular	momentum	conserva)on	is	important	
•  The	Hamiltonian	itself	is	a	good	angular	momentum	

projector	



n×M problem (instead of M×M) 

It	is	similar	to	what	we	seen	in	the	
importance	trunca@on	approach	but	
angular	momentum	is	conserved	
here.		

The	simpler	choice	works	reasonably	
well	
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Ongoing	works	
Monte	Carlo/Random	sampling	of	the	correlated	bases	
Now:	
•  Bases	with	a	larger	correla@on	energy	are	chosen	sequen@ally	
Next	step:	
Selec@on	based	on	energy	gain	
•  Bases	with	larger	correla@on	energy	be	added	with	larger	probability	
•  Bases	contribute	more	to	the	total	energy	be	kept.	
•  Bases	contribute	less	be	kept	with	certain	probability		

A	good	star@ng	point	is	essen@al	



Seniority coupling scheme with realistic interaction	

|� = 2;JM� = (P+
j )(n�2)/2A+(j2JM)|�0�

|g.s.� = |� = 0;J = 0� = (P+
j )n/2|�0�

Energy levels of 0g9/2 protons in N=50 isotones 

Energy levels of 0h11/2 protons in N=82 isotones 

D.J.	Rowe	and	G.	Rosensteel,	Phys.	Rev.	LeM.	87	(2001)	172502	

I. Talmi, Simple models of complex nuclei 



The v=4 J=4 and 6 states in j=9/2 shell 
In principle, the system is not solvable even if seniority is conserved in the interaction 

Ø It was found (through numerical calculations) that one of the v=4 states remain 
pure no matter the interaction conserve seniority or not! 
  

€ 

E4 (υ = 4) =
68
33
V2 +V4 +

13
15
V6 +

114
55

V8

Escuderos	and	L.	Zamick,	Phys.	Rev.	C	73,	044302(2006).		
L.	Zamick,	Phys.	Rev.	C	75,	064305	(2007).	

Ø The energy expressions of these states are given as 

Ø These states show the partial dynamic conservation of seniority in nuclear 
systems. 
P.	Van	Isacker	and	S.	Heinze,	Phys.	Rev.	LeM.	100,	052501	(2008).	

Ø This special v=4 (J=4,6) state is an eigenstate of any Hamiltonian!  
Ghost state? 

€ 

H Ghost = E(H)Ghost
We don’t consider the trivial cases, say unique states with dimension one. 



v=2 

pure v=4 

C.	Qi,	Z.X.	Xu,	R.J.	LioYa.		
Nucl.	Phys.	A	884–885,	21	(2012).	
C.	Qi.Phys.	Rev.	C	83,	014307	(2011).	
P.	Van	Isacker	and	S.	Heinze,	Phys.	Rev.	LeM.	
100,	052501	(2008).	



HA	Roth	et	al.,	PRC	50,	1330	(1994) 

Searching	for	the	ghost	states 

? 
v=2 



94Ru	

FG	Moradi	et	al	Phys.	Rev.	C	89	(1),	014301	
(2014)	



fpg	
fpgd	



F.	Ghazi	Moradi	et	al.	
Phys.	Rev.	C	89,	044310	(2014).	



Seniority scheme in Sn isotopes: 

0+ 

2+ 

4+ 

6+ 

jn ν 
0 

2 

2 

2 

Δν = 2 

Δν = 0 

Δν = 0 

J 

B(E2;0+ -> 2+) ~ f(1-f)  where 

Generalized seniority scheme: 

f = (N – 50)/ 32 





P.	Doornenbal	et	al,arxiv.org/abs/1305.2877	





Combined	recoil	decay	tagging	and	differen@al	recoil	distance	Doppler	shis	technique	
(plunger)	

What	happens	in	other	open-shell	nuclei	if	the	N=Z=50	shell	was	
eroded?		



T.	Bäck,	CQ	et	al,	PRC	(R),	84	(4),	041306	(2011)	



M.	Doncel,	CQ	et	al,	PRC	91,	061304(R)	(2015)	

Update	2015	

CQ,	to	be	published	



Pauli	blocking	effect?	

T.	Bäck,	CQ	et	al,	PRC	87,	031306(R)	(2013)	
	



The	unbound	nucleus	109I	

M.G.	Procter	et	al,	Physics	LeYers	B	704	(2011)	118–122	

108Te	
100Sn	



The	level	schemes	

109Te	 108Te	 109I	



H	Jiang,	C	Qi,	Y	Lei,	R	LioYa,	R	Wyss,	YM	Zhao	
Physical	Review	C	88	(4),	044332	(2013).	



どうも ありがとうございます 
Thank you! 

 

Summary	
•  Introduc@on	to	the	nuclear	shell	model	approach	

vProper@es	of	the	effec@ve	interac@on	
vTrunca@on	methods	
vTrunca@on	based	an	a	correlated	basis	

•  Applica@ons	in	Sn	and	neighboring	isotopes	
•  Future	looks	prosperous	


